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Abstract. Many information retrieval systems retrieve relevant documents based on 
exact matching of keywords between a query and documents. We shall show how to 
extract a fact from a document using an extended concept of keyword, called keyfact 
which can contain syntactic patterns and semantic information. In second document 
ranking, predefined keyfact cluster set of the query terms is compared to each 
relevant document. Because relevant documents are such a small fraction of a 
collection, this method is different with query expansion retrieval scheme and 
substantially reduces the computational cost of the experiment. 
Keywords : Document Ranking, Fact, Semantic Information, Syntactic Pattern 

1 Introduction 

139 

Many commercial information retrieval(IR) systems retrieve relevant documents based on 
keyword matching between a query and documents. There are two problems in using the 
method. The first problem is that keywords are ambiguous, and this ambiguity is causative 
of retrieving irrelevant document semantically. Therefore lexical ambiguity has to be 
resolved. The second problem is that a document is treated as a irrelevant document in spite 
of a relevant document, for the document does not include the same keywords as query 
terms. So an original query has to be expanded to semantically related words. The main 
function of an IR system is to rank relevant documents which satisfies the user's information 
need. In most retrieval models, the system ranks documents according to their inner product 
similarity, depending upon keywords in.a query. However users are generally not interested 
in retrieving documents with matching keywords, but with concepts that relevant words or 
information represent. 
Facts are truths in some relevant world. These are the things we want to represent and to 
search information. One representation of facts is so common that it deserves special 
mention: natural language sentences. Generally nouns and compound nouns are taken as 
keywords. Nouns and compound nouns are the most important elements for representing 
the fact in a natural language sentence. However besides the keywords such as nouns and 
compound nouns, verbs and adjectives have an important role in a sentence. Using the 
keywords for an IR system is relatively simple to implement. To extract facts well in a 
sentence, it is insufficient to use only nouns as keywords. Even in morphological analysis of 
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a sentence, there are many lexical ambiguities. Furthennore in the syntactic problem, there 
are too many inflected fonns of adjectives and adverbs in Korean. Specially in Korean 
language, one keyword has 2(}-,30 senses in a dictionary in the worst case. Polysemous 
words in a query and documents can reduce the precision of a search significantly. 
Therefore lexical ambiguity has to be resolved. To resolve lexical ambiguity of keywords, 
we need several information such as keywords, verbs and adjectives. We introduced an 
extended concept of a keyword, called keyjact which can be represented as verb/ adjective, 
and can contain syntactic patterns and semantic information. We can consider lexical 
ambiguity of noun and verb. 
The verb "~tj-• is a typical Korean polysemy, and has twenty one translatable English 
verbs such as "write", "spend", "wear", and "adopt" in a Sisa Korean-English 
dictionary(I4]. In another example, the noun ".£.:4" is a typical Korean polysemy. The 
noun has English nouns such as "mother and child" and "hat" . So in our keyfact concept 
noun and verb/adjective are not independent of each other. If the keyfact can contain 
syntactic patterns and semantic information such as ".£. :4* ~ tj-/wear a hat" and "~ .Q. .s.!.. 
~ tj-/write with a pen", then noun which occur with the verb "~ tj-" may be thought of as a 
clue for disambiguating senses. In the same manner, ambiguity of noun is much the same. 
The literature generally divides lexical ambiguity into two types: syntactic and semantic[2]. 
Syntactic ambiguity refers to differences in syntactic category. Semantic ambiguity refers to 
differences in meanings. A number of approaches have been taken to word sense 
disambiguation. Lesk uses the Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary[3] and Weiss uses 
word co-occurrences[4]. Many researchers used statistic information, semantic information, 
and both of the information as a knowledge for query expansion. Stiles and Lesk used 
statistic information of term association from documents. Salton experiments only synonym 
in the SMART system. Fox experiments five semantic category in the SMART system, and 
need humane intervention for selecting related words[8]. Above researches did not propose 
the problem of lexical ambiguity or did not considered automatic lexical disambiguation for 
query expansion. The ambiguity in a query must be resolved when the query is analyzed. 
Ambiguous words are not able to effectively expand before the ambiguity is not resolved. 
Query expansion enhances recall by adding some relevant documents excluded from exact 
matching. But it degrades precision. In order to improve precision, first the ambiguous 
word in a query is resolved by using knowledge base, when the query is analyzed. Second 
keyword concept which is defined as noun or compound noun need to be extend, and verb 
or adjective must be considered as indexing word. We resolve ambiguous query terms, and 
then expand unambiguous query terms. There are a wide choice of words to add to a query 
vector. One can add only the synonyms, or synonyms plus all descendants, or synonym plus 
parents and all descendants, or synonyms plus directly related words, etc. and any number 
of child links may be traverse. Expansion by synonyms plus and directly related word is 
benefit[!]. So we choose the parameter, and expanded queries are consisted with a special 
relationship FT(Fact Term) as well as semantic relationships using in general thesaurus. 
Because query expansion is a recall enhancing technique, we used expanded terms of a 
original query only when compute query-document similarity. So we got high precision rate. 
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In the following sections, we ( 1) describe the construction of a keyfact network for 
ranking the documents; (2) present a visualization of the keyfact network for keyfact 
retrieval; (3) show how the keyfact network can be used to rank documents and extract a 
fact; (4) evaluate ranking method to improve retrieval performance; and (5) make 
suggestions for future research. 

2 Keyfact and Keyf act Cluster 

The noun is the most important element for explaining the fact. Next we consider the 
compound noun which is composed of several nouns. The syntactic categories of the next 
complicated fact are noun phrases. A noun phrase consists of a noun and its modifiers that 
can be represented as inflected forms of verb and adjective. Korean verb and adjective have 
much more inflected forms as compared to English and French. The most simple 
fact(sentence) can be represented by noun(subject) and verb/adjective(predicate). So the 
keyfact is not independent of case slots, and contains syntactic patterns and semantic 
information. In this paper, we collected keyfacts and keyfact clusters in Gemong Korean 
encyclopedia for improved retrieval performance. The encyclopedia has two characteristics. 
First, it has syntactic characteristic composed of a title word and it's explanation part. 
Second, it has semantic characteristic that most words in the explanation part are 
semantically related with the title word. The encyclopedia is good to easily collect words 
and it's semantically related words of a word. We thought that the encyclopedia is a proper 
collection for construction of semantic information. The keyfacts extracted from a text can 
be represented in several forms. The forms have to be designed for easy matching. The 
keyfact weight is calculated in the same formula for calculating keyword weights based on 
the keyword frequency. When a user gives a query which contains some keyfacts as well as 
keywords, our system extracts the keyfacts from the query and tries to match the keyfacts 
which were extracted from documents. We use an exact matching method and when it fails, 
a partial matching method will be used. With keyfacts co-occurred with a keyword, we can 
use these keyfacts for disambiguating the keyword and ranking documents. 
A cluster is defined as a set of co-occurring keyfact terms. Co-occurring terms are usually 
relevant to each other and are sometimes synonyms. For keyfact clustering, we considered 
the sense definition of the noun in the Gemong Korean encyclopedia. In the simple 
automatic indexing method, raw terms are analyzed using a stemming algorithm and stop 
words are removed using a stop list. The stop words are usually prepositions, postpositions, 
determinants and those that appear too frequently to discriminate any documents. And then 
it finds an identical inflected verb and gets a basic form of the inflected verb by referencing 
verb dictionary. Our verb dictionary consists of two parts which are inflected verb form and 
basic verb form. One basic form can have many inflected form. Therefore inflected form is 
compared with the input text and basic form is used for disambiguating and ranking. Figure 
I shows one basic form can have many inflected forms. We assigned semantic relationships 
using in general thesaurus such as BT(Broader Term), NT(Narrow Term), RT(Related 
Tenn), HP(Has Part), UF(Used For), and a special relationship FT(keyFact Term). Most 
thesaurus uses the relationships except FT relationship. FT is defined as relationship 
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